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ABSTRACT.

Female labor force trends are now important considerations In the

rormulation or goverament employment programs vd labor force proj.ections.

BoVever, in bOtti of these areas little attent,ton has been directed at the

impact or changing sex-role attitUdes on women's labor market behavior.

In addition, while croas-ssectional studies demonstrate a persistent correiai

tion between sex-role attitudes and eMployment, the temporal interplay

betwetill changing attitudes and employment behavior has not beMi explored.

This study utilizes data from the National bongituctinalpSurvem( of Labor

Market Experience of Young and Mature Women to examine the short-run

effects of nontraditiOnal sex-role ideologies on wives' employment and

theiconsequences of such emprNyment for further changes in sex-role

attitudes.

Our analyses demonstrate a small but significant effect of nontradi-
,

tionaI attitudes on white wives' extent of 'employment experience and a

substantially larger effect of market participatiOn on later ettitudes.

However, due to subcultural differences, nontraditionality has no impnct

on the limployment of black.married women and employment has little effect

on their spbsequent attitudes. Based on tlhese ffndings we, conclude that

arpong white wives, early nontraditional attitudes trigger a spiraling

pattern whereby Such attitudes influence;labor force behavior which has

/longer-run effects on subsequent attitudes and labor market partic pation.
\

We conclude our/discussion by considering the implications of these
1

findings for bot.h short-run-and longer-run government employment programs

and developments of moile refined female labor force projections.
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SEX-ROLE ATTITUDES AND EMPLOYMENT AMONG WOMEN:
4 A DYNAMIC MODECOF CRANGE AND CONTINUITY

VACKGROUN1)

:tudies or remalelabor market Ntterns have long claimed an Important

place in decriptions of the changing U.S. labor rorce andwin More general
4

sociolOgical and economic reseah. Recently these trends have also emerged

considerations in the,developmeA of government employment policy.

Specirically, current discussions or programs designed to reduce unemploy-

ment ack'nowledge the importance or Wmen's incre,gsing presence in the labor

rorce ror the rmu I at i on () r job prt-7,t--uuns ( Si-iabekorr , 1977). Furthermore ,

the po.tential impact of changes jn women's work patterns is not limited to

sh(l'rt-run employment programs. LAbor rorce projections by the U.S. Depart-

,ment or Labor (1076) and others (Waite, 1977) also recolnize that wifk

)propenities of women of' ail ages and family stages have increased dramati-

cally siuce World War II (ppenheimer, 1970; Nye, 1974), and these trends.

Corm the basis of predicted jaborforce figures.CAs these projections have

t.become inireasingly sophisticated, some labor force anabarses (U.S. Depart4nt

of Labor, 1976) have gone beyond extrapolation from previous employment

. - I

trends and. hIlve incoiporated va ious as-sUhIptions concerntng the future

-

course of U.S. fertility: However, other potentially important changes in

women's lives have beeNn given relativeay little attention in the development

of employment policy and labor force projections. Most important among them'

%is the well-documented change in women's sex-role atittudes over-the last

decade (Parellus, 1975; Mammon et al., 197o).

p.

1
To our knowledge, only one very recent set of 11.s. female labor force pro-

-.

jections includes extrapolations from'data on women's employment-related
attltudes (Waite, 1977).

-
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Increasing employment rates, especially among mothers of Young-child-

'rene(Nye, 1970, certainly represent a departure,from model twentieth'

century patterns of family life, one that may reflect.changing attitudeh

(Dot/Anil, :.0'(1;; Waite'and Otolzenbergv 1976; Kim et al.-. 19('.1). Thus, the

potential impact of sex-role attitudes on feMale labor force participation
41%

is a crucini issue both for the development of gOvernment policy aimed at

4

\

accoM toAainv women's increitsing desire for' employment and for the estima-

tion f% more accurate labor force projections.

While some earlier.researchers dismissed the need to incorporate

-t"

attitudes in explanations kf changing female labor force behavior (Bowen

hnd EineAan, 1969), there is now substantial evidence that.osex-role atti-

tudes --'particularly attitudes towards women's.employment -- and actual

labor force.behaviorlare linked. Experience with market work spapes

women's tastes fq)r alternatives to-familial roles (Turchi, 1975; Scanzoni,

1975). consequently, such experience shourd produce more favorable attitudes

toward nontuditional life-styles. Csinversely, women with nontraditional

orientations are more likely to anticipate future roles that include employ-

ment (Waite and Stolzenberg, 1976), to be employed, and to eXhibit greater

continuT of labw force participation (Kim et al., 1973; Spitze and

.paeth, 1976). These effects of attitudes on labor force behavior hold

despite

ment wh

fact that most voung women still intend to withdrdk from employ'r

their children are young (Macke ind Morgan, 1978), 4 p#ttern *

followed by the majority of married women (Sweet%,l973; Suter and Miller,

1973).

Despite evidence.of the correlation between nontraditional attitudes

and greater employment propensities, 'the predominantly cross-sectional
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nature( of this research ha's.produced little understfindrng of the over-time

dytuunios of these reCationships: Even those studies based on.longitudinal

data (:;pitz.e And '3paeth, IW6; Waite, 197,0 halite not considered the potential

temporal feedbacks'between se.x-role attitudes atii labor force. behavior. Our
\

view is that pricrr attitudes affect ubsequent employment and -khht work
.

experience shapes later sex-role attitudes.. ConsequerWly, early nontradi-
moo

tional sex-role ideologies may,operate to trigger a spiraling pattern,

whereby suoh attitudes influeace earlzr labor forc9 behavior (as well as

associated marital and childbearing (le'bision6) which in turn further alters
.

later at I I ies And behavior. This feedback relations 1-4 nifty exist riot

1-
(qily early in life, but m y continue to affect,w6M-en's'.employment, decisions

throughout Oleir labor force careers. Consequently, even-a relatively:pmall

Elhortnrun errvt of early attittAdes.oa labor'foce participation may be

magnified through 'a long-term patter of attitudinal chanAeh inducing a

greater desire for market work/. Under these conditions; the accelerating
0

attitude shifts observed by Mason et al. 1976) may be partly a funetibn of

invrensed proPensities toward working ove) paA decade. from the per-

spective of policy developmelt, evidence supporting.h spiraling effect Of'

sex-role attitudes on labor market'behavior would 7gest the importance of

.

incorporatinF attitudinal measur in the formUlation and implementation of

.employment programs and the
"
refinement of labor force Projections. A -,

El/en given such-a-feedback relationship,between attitud s and employment
, propensities, there,is a likely ceiring On women's emplorznent rates re-

sUlting.from childbearing, less than optimal ',childdafe arrangements, and
.the_Igwirwage4 some categories of women face that fail to\compenmte'for
-the' costs- or.childettre.

4
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TurtheC iimplication of such findings Would be the need to modify-labor

rorce projections Cor adolescents, socialized under conditions of.changing

sex-role norms, Le; include effects ef uneipevtedly large.temporal shlfts

in emproyment-related attitudes.

Although younger wopen are most Pikely to support nontraditional
A

lire-styles Sarelius, 19(5; Welch, 194),ccurate fonecasts).of the impact

or sex-role norms on work pacticipation must Consider older women as well.

'flefte women also have shlfted their attitudes (Mason et al., 1976) and so

may he respridtng similarly to their ideologies concerning women's employ-

ment. ':n addition, given their relative freedom Prot childbearin'g resPon-.

they maY be even more likely than younger women to display

labor f)rce patternt that conform to their sex-role beliefs. If so,0

participation rates may increase more.rapidly han anticipated as succesive-

Ly less traditional women entel; their middle years and experience an

accelerated: impact oe attitudes on employment.

MODEI) ,

Based on these oUservations, the analyses presented below test the
,. .

hypothesis that priii sex-role attitudes influence subsequent labor forte
-

re, )behavior which, in turn, affects later sx-i-ole attitudes. This argumen/ t
.

is presented schematically in Figui-e 1. In this mod.61, the dashedIrrows

-
1represent-controls for the temporal consistency of attituddb add employment,

.. ' .

whiCh might produce inflated estimates.for the efects of substantive
..f ,

interest (khrnstedt, 1969).

'We examine this ries of relationships separately for younger and
/

older wdnen. By exploring possible differences in processes for varioils

al
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segments of the female population, we dan more readily anticipate, work

patterns at different stages of the:life èycle, suggesting at least short-

run policy applications fo the two groups (i.e., Are.younger or older

women more likelyto expeirience rapidly increasing labor force entry?

1;h6uld current labor force projections incorporate attitudinal'measures

onig fon-one or,the other of these two categories of women?).

ifferences

lacks have long espoused a more work-oriented, instrumental role

\rot. wives (Axelsoel, 1970; Dietrich, 1975; Scanzoni, 1975). In addition,
4

tote lower4urrent and Permanent income of black husbands' (Sweet, 1973)
, ( .e

and the p.,reater probabiiities of future marital,disruption for blaci

kouples (Udry, 1966) more often ne'cessitate wives' emplOyment. Consequent-: 0

Ly, the propriety,of wives' (or mothers') employment s often irrelevant

D
to employment decisions (Farley and Hermalin, 1972; itudis, 1977), even

ror those'blacks 41710 strongly disapprove _of lilaternal employmen% The

tiobcultural experiences should increase employment rates among black wives,
011

irrespective of theill iiresent econorlic situations or sex-role tradi-4/--,-'
%

tionality. Thus, the relationships described above between working and

..-

nontrNditionality probably more acAmgely reflect patterns among whites

than blacks, particularly nor the impact of employment-related attitudes

on the propen;ity to work.. Therefore, we will exaMine these issues

,sepaDately for black and whitg women.,

-

AP'



DATA AND METHODS

Sample

The data are from the

the National Longitudinal
k

6

a

two cohorts of female respondenis included in

Surveys (NL ). The survey response8 we use
lave

were collected for the younger women (aged 14 to 24 in 1968) in 1968,

1969, 1970, 1971, and 972, and far-the older women.,(aged 30'to 44 in

1967) in 196(, 1968,q969, 1971, and 1972..

We lkd not include all itvatlable caies in ouralyses for the

,

following reasons,. The impact of sex-role traditionality is relevant

only for married4omeh, beeause Unmarried women often have little choice,

but:to work, regardless of their attitudes. In addition, given the

emphasis on fertility patterns in projections of the female labor force

(U.S. Department of Labor, 1976), as well as prior evidence concerning-

the inhuence.on employment of husband's attittides (Centret al., 1971;

Duncan et al., 1973), we wish to examine the relative importance oX

wives' sex-role ,attitudes, the attitudes of their husbands, and presenCe

f children'as\heterminants of women's labor forle behavior. Thus, our-

analysis ts restricted to those women from each cohort who were married

throughout the time period Observed (1967 to 1972 for older women and )'

\
1968 tO 1972 for younger women). 3

Also, we included only those younger
I.

, women who were at least 18 years of age in 1968. Based on these selection

Criteria, the younger sample used-for our analysis includes'116.blacks

and 630,white'8xwhile there are 482 blacks and 2280 whites in the older'

sample.

3V/e also excfUded from tffe sample women wo Changed their marital status
between the initi41 and final survey dates because of'the effects of
such status ,changes on employment probabilities.



Yaribles

The meusLd'e or ..;ex-role nontraditionality in L9V, our mostecinplex

Vari ab , 41Ft S prt hitic e, by S 17, reSponses to seven items.'l

TnIcI us I I tns Wtui balle(i on an ob*lique ractor ana.lysis of nine possl-

ble items, which produced uir:nificant loadIngs.ac,cording to Child's ()WO

rule or thumb Cor the items included. For all attitude measures, items'

were r'es.ode,i so that high values represent noni,raditional- responses.

The measure or initial sex7t:ole noptraditiionality for the older women

(19ofl and the younger women (068) is 4Tiply a summation of three items.

lespk)nse cateories ranginv: Crom strongly agr.ee to strongly (1iosagree
wer(' provided Cor the following statements:

(1) Modern eonvenienees permit a wife to' work without neglecting her
family.

(.)) A woman's place is in the home, not in the office or shop.
(3) A jOlp provides a wife with .inteiresting outside contacts.
(4) A wire who carries out her.full 'family responsibilities doesn't

have, time for outside employment.
(5) The employment of wive,s-leads to more juvenile delinquency:
(6) Working wives help to raise the general standard of living.
(7) Workint7; wives lose intereSt_in their homes and families.

'Heliabilities (Cronbach's alpha) for this scafe are: whites--.858;

5
The initial, sex-role traditionality scale for both'cohorts contained the
the following stem .and statements: "Now,-I'd like your opinion about
women working. People have differpnt ideas about whether married women
whould work. Here are three statements about a married woman with child-
red between the ages of 6 and 12. Th each case how do Y6u feel abollt
such a woman tlking a full-time job outside the home: it is-definitely
all right, probably all right, probably not all- right, définitelk not
all right?"

(1) if it is tibsolutely nec'essary to make ends meet
--(2) if she wants to work and her husband agrees

(3) if she wants to. work, even if her husband does not particularly like
the idea-

RespOndents who were undecided were giv en a median score of "3" on each
(Cronbach's alpha) for this sbale are: whites--.535;

blacks--.545.

1,,
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To include the maxiipum numberrrtpondents, missing responses to all

sex-role items were recoded to the mean for all cases before summing. We

'expect bias in this regard to be minimal becpse relatively small propor-

tions of the cases were missing on any one item (see Kmenta, 1971, f

a discusston).

,Because the initial three-item measure of traditionality was also

availabie in 1972, we ,could haverl,;sed Identical measures for earlier and
./

later years. HoWever, we employed the alternative scale (not available
L_

rcIr the earlier'year) because it is a theoretically,more adequate measure

of nontraditiona11ty.
6

Furthermore, in order to obtain accurate estimates
.7

. I
of the impact of work experience on later ttitudes (ape Figure 1), we

must control for the effectspf previous a itudes. By using the ame

,.'1.

(less desirable) indicator on attitudes, measureme nt error would i creaae
. . .

,

)the likelihood of correlated errors between the two measure radi-

tionality, biasing all of the other estimates.

Extent Of employment varies from "0" to "3," depending on how litrit

.
/

of the.relevant years a respondent was in the labor forde. For the older
N

women these years vier f968, 1970, and 1971; for the younger womenIthey

//' . _

were.1969, 1970, .and,1971. .....
/

a

Control variables To assess the impadt041: initial nontraditionality

on extent of employment, we must control' for the over-time condistency of

labor force participation, wl4ch is related.to traditionality and, eonse-

//

quently, may producea spuriouAy higtiscorrelation. Thus, our model

6
In an analYsis (not reported here) using the three-iteni scale for 1972
nontradittonality, the direct effects of subdtantive interest were sub-
stantially similar to those reported for the seven-Item scale.

Maw

a
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FIGURE 1. OVER-TIME RELATIONSHIP BENEEN SFX-ROLE ATTITUDES
(NONTRADITIONALITY) AND EMPLO,MENT .BEHAVIOR.

NONTRADITIONALITY
T1

EMPLOYMENT,STATUS
T
1

'4

AIONTRADITIONALITY
T
2

4

EXTENT OF EMPLOYMENT
BETWEEN T AND T

1 2

3
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controla for the effects of participatjon in the initial year (1967 fOr

the 'Older women, 1948 fOr the younger'women). For oth groups, initial.,

employment is measured by 4 dummy variabte scored "1" ifrthe woman was

in the labor force and "0" if she was not.

We also c(1,:trol for other variabies related to both attitudes and

employment that may Vroduce spurious relationships. The inclusion of such

,.

additional controls is especially warranted because, when controlling for

''-:'71))

.
. .

the consistency of attitudes an employment, by including the imPact of
,(',. .

f5revious measures on later measur9s, the possibiAty of correlated errors

is- especially likely (Hannan and Young, 1077)., Thus, the Aodel to be esti'-

mated must include those variables that might produce)spuriously high-con-

slstency coefficients between the repeated measure44') The following are

additional controls included in the analyses.
4

The woman's perception of her husband's attiude toward her working

(if she is employed) or toward her starting work (if she it not currently
IR

employed) is measured.by a single item to which five answer choices were

provided. They range from strongly supportive to*strongly opposed. For

both cohorts these items were measured in the initial year. We justify

including husband's attitkide as a control variable on two grounds. First,

some earlier research based on the NLS data (Kim and Murphi, 1973) indi-

cates a significant effect of husband's attitude for the labor force be-

havior of white wives. SecOnd, 'the modified cross-lagged model used in

'this study, which includes controls for wife's initial employment, elimi-

nates the problem .0:t aMbiguous causal rences identified by some

. analysts (Waite, 1977).

Ii
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Itusa.nd'a Income represents the effects of other available family

income wife'0 empl ment behavior. Consequently, this vasiable

measures ec,qlomic need as an influence on the extekt of wife's work.

Number of childFen in the household was measured differently for the two

cohorts. The number.of children at home in 1967 was used for the older
N.

-women4 because women in' this cohort had largely completed their child-

)
bearine at thestart of the surveys-(1967). In contrast Many of the

ih

rounger women were at or approaching the,childbearing stage of the life

cycle. 'Therefore, we controlled for number of,children in 1968 when

estimating effects on extent of employment kewteen 1969 and 1971, but

used number of children at:home in 1972 as a ciptrol when estimating
4

sex-role traditionality in 1972.

A woman's work preparation is another important determinant of both

employment behavior and sex-role attitudes. Such preparation taps both

human capital. influences on employment probabilities and variation in

tastes for market work (Bowen and Finegan, 1969). 'Education is the number
.

of years of regular schooling completed at the start of the surveys. Job

training ranges from "0" tb "5," depending on how many of several vari-

eties of training (including types of on-the-job,,vocational, and company)
-AN

a woman received. Although it wOuld have been preferable to measure the

extent of each training type, we were unable to do so because of a lack

of cc:insistency in the coding of these variables. Socialization exper--

iences, such as mother's work history, may also affect a waman's work

behavior (AImiuist and Angrist, 1970). This measure is a dummy Variable,

scored "1" if the woman's mother was employed when the daughter was 15

41%

4.

A-
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yeara old, and "0" if she was not. Aim is included as 4 control for
N ,

younger women, due,to its potential effects on employment pro abilitles.

The unemployment-rate and demand for female labor in the al labor

.market were controlled inljnitity analyses However; because they failed

to demonstrple significant effects for eitherrohdrt,

rrom the liquations presented below.

Procedures

they were deletei0

All Analyses use standard ordinary least-squai-es regression techniques.

Our strategy was...to estimate the impact of initial (19t7 or 1968) attitudes

on extent or employment in the following intervalocontrolIing for work

status in the initial year and all other independent variables. We then

extimated the effects of extent-of employment on 1972 attitudes, con-

trollang for initial attitudes and work status in addietion to the other

controls. This model is similar to the cross-lflged approach (see Heiss,'

1970; Snyder.and Hudis, 1976), where stability cOefficients (i.e., the

errect or X
tl

on X
t,

) are estimated in addition,to the cross-iagged.co-

efficients (i.e.; the effect of X
t, t2

). However we are not sub-
1

,,,,

stantively interesred in the stability coefficients and, instead, are moi'e

concerned with controlling these consistency effects when estimating the
4

.cross-lagged Coefficients of direct concern.

FINDINGS
0*

The means and stahdard deviations presented in Table 1 demOnstrate a,

number of anticipated differences between black and white Women and at"the

two life-cycle states. First, black womAt sig more nontraditional (as are

A



TABLE 1 S ANb STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF VARIABLES IN ANALYSES OF SEX -ROLI/NONTRADITIONALITY AND EXTENT
.OF EMPLOYMENT, BY COHORT AND RACE.

able

Older Women Younger Women

Whites Blacks Whites ( % Blacks
,

Mean s.d. Mean s.d. Mean s.d: Mean

lir

Itttal wotk status .431 .495 .643 .4801- .475 .500 .509 .502

ixtent 0/employmeot 1.397 1.297 1.896 1.216 1.224 1.210 1.629 1.198

Iniiial/sex-iole i .

nontraditionality 9.898 2.458 10.714 2.492 9.605 2.526 10.612 2.308 .

1972 Sex-role
nontraditionality 16.964.-. 4.698 17.071 4.054 17.053 4.141 18.144 3.928

Husband's attitude 2.,956 1.582 3.805 1.447 2.702 1.012 3.701 1.296

Husband's income 8150 .5758 493 3302 5350 2862 3518 2054

' Number of children - 1967 2.729 1.711 3:537 2.635

Number of children 1968 1 1.003 .963 1.638 1.264,-/

Number of children 1972 1.978 1.012 2.785 1.597 fiN.........00
Education 11.859 2.315, 10.390 3.031 11.778 1.854 10.176 2-.122

' Job training
, 1.324 .977 %614 ..884 .475 .726 .457 .774

Mother's work history .314 .464 .566 .496 .351 .4,8 .560 1.809

Age 21'.822 1.805
1

21,302 1.809

N 2280 ' 482 630 116

41
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teir tobands); they ,eire also more Slkely than wbite women to work and

they more frequently had trking mothers. Black women have lowe; leve)s

of educational attainment, larger numbers of *children and husbands with. (

.a

a

_lower incomep. sVhese differences support racial varia4ons 1)Ipserved in a
, 1J

variety of previous studies (Farley and Hermann, 1972; Sweet, 197;* A

lludis, om.

Differences between the two cohorts of women with respect to their

,ywn fihd their husbands' attitudes are extremely small', although ln the

initial year an unexpected tendency exists for older women and thetr

huebands to be less traditional than their younger counterparts. However,

there y a tendency for younger women to be less traditional in 1972, a

pattern of differences that conforms with previous research (Parelius,

975; WeLch, 975). Other expected differences between the two cohorts

exist; older women have husbands with higher intomes, and they a1so have

'larger numbers of children (due to both their older age and secular

fertility trends), and a greater variety of job-trainling experiences.

In testing the model depicted in Figure 1, we are especially inter-

ested in the effects of initial'nontraditionality.on subsequent continuity

of employment and Such employment experience on 1972 nontraditionality.
/

The results for bie younger womt presented in Table 2 support our expecta-

tion of temporal f edbacks but only for whites.

. _

For whites; no raditionality increases labor force participation,

and this work experi ce enhances nontraditional attttuaes at a later point.7

7
Th ,e strohg effect of extent of employment on 1972 attitudes remained even
when work status in 1972 (in or out of the libor force) was controlled
(for both younger and older women).
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TABLE 2. EQUATIONS PREDICTING EXTENTOF EMPLOYMENT, 1969-1971 'ANd(SEX-ROLE'NONTRADITIONALITY, 1972, BY
.

. RACE FOR YOUICER WOMEN. -

Dependent Vqriable:

Indeperydent Variable

.

-

Work status,11968 ''\.

'. Whites
t

Blacks
_ \-

- Extent of Nontradi- Extetit o Nonxiadt-
- Employment tionality Employotnt temality.

199-194/ 1972 1969-1971 1972..
t

Nontraditionality, 1968

Extent of employment, '69-'71

Husband's cktitude
.1)

Husband's income,

Numbet of child'ren. .

Education

Job training

Mother's work history

Age

b Beta b,

-.668
.3a

.788
a-

.029a

s
,

.325

.061

a r
1,113

.112 ,..,. .190 .156
.

-.003a -.067
.

.

.009a

-.080 -.041' -.270

.007 .010 .3128

.202
a,

.121 .368

-.065 -.026 .192

-.012 -.018 .124

.294 .151

630

a
Coefficient at least twice its standard error.

Measured in hundreds of dollars.

'

Beta

.-.070

.124

' h

a
- .920

-.011
.

Ba
1

.386

-.021

b Beta

-.143' '-.018

.191-4 .112

.284
.

%189
.

.058

.050 .054 .056' .238 .077

.076 -.006 -.107 .007 .046)

-.058 -.186a. -.191 -.166 -.068

.122 .054. .089 .159 .0_80

.056 ..2.36a .157 -.195 -.040

.019 -:075 -.031 -1.410a -.179

.047 .117a .177 -.233! -.107

.284 .082

, 116
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However, while statistically significant, the effect of yeung'women's awn

attitudes on labor market behavior is relatively small and far less impor-

tant than lite impact of tpeir husbands' attittides. While initial attitudia4

do shape employment behavior to-el-dme degree,iprior labor force experience

appears to be a more ?anent influence among young white women.
8

For boai

black and white women, the effect of initial work status on extent of

employment ildicates that those who worked in the past are very likelito

CPwork in the

young white

resent, rega0/'r lesstof their attitudes. These findings for
N6

females suggest the spirdling effect of nontraqtional attitudes

and employment behavior discussed earlier despite the observation thitt, over

the short run, attitudes have only a moderate effect on immediate work

continuity. In contrast, early york participation foperates to establish a

pattern of continued employment for young black females irrespective of

their attitudes toward the accepta lity of working.

Control variables included in the analyses have scattered effects on

the two dependent variablesIfor the two racial groups. First, as antici-
_

pated, husbands' 14titudes are a salient influence on the employment behavior

of young white women, while these attitudes have little effect for blacks.

This difference supports-earlier arguments that Subcultural differences

mandate employment for most black women regardless of familial circumstances

'that often curtail employment for whites. Second, the effects-of education,

8
This relatively weak effect of attitudes on employment remained even when
the analysis included only married womenwitt children, supposedly those
facing the severest family pressures (and, perhaps, more susceptible to
variations, in attitudes)1

f
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and ob training are stronger for blacks, paralleling previous Aindings

for earnings attainment (Treiman

suggeAng tnat the familial and

and Terrell, 1975; Hudis, 1977) and

economic uncertainties black women face
A

lead.tliem to rreacer utilization of their training than. is Itm_caSe among

White women. Finally, the impact of children in the household has a. hega-
%P.

tive effect OR employMqnt only among blacks. This finding is contrary to

earlier observations (Sweet, '1_973) that white yomen's employment behavior

is illore strongly influenced by the Constraints of childrearing and other

fan\ly responsibilities. These.surprising results may be due to the more

rapid family formation (and ultimately larger family size) of black women

(see Table 1), increasing the variation, and so the.impact, of number of

children in 1968.

The results for older women i Table 3 indicate a riattern largely

ilar to thiat for the younger cohort. Attftudes have a significant but

relatively weak effect on short-run employment (for whites-only), and

wbrk experience further increases levels of nontraditionality, this time
\

for both racial groups. Again, husbands' attitudes have a more powerful

nfluence on the employment bOhavior or Wives than does a wOman's own
a

orientation -- for both black and white women -- although the relative

-
importance of husband's attitudes (compared to one's own) is less for older

than younger females:

A comparison across cohoks offthe 4nstandardized!regression 6o- ,

ef&cients shows greater consistency,in work behavior for the older women,
, .

probably.the result of reduced chIldrearingprestves and other work .

interruptions. Sex-role attitUdes are alsoMore consistent over time

althoukh a significant stability effect exists only for whites. The control



7
TABLE 3. *EQUATIONS PREDICTING EXTENT OF EMPLOYMENT, 1968-1971 AND SEX-ROLE NONTRADITIONALItY, 1972, BY

RACE FOR OLDER WOMEN.

Dependent Variables:

Independent Variables

Extent of
-Employment
1968-1971

Beta

Whites

Nontradi-
10-

tionality
1972

Beta

Blacks

Extent of

Employment
1968-1971

b : Teta

Noncradi-,
tionality

1972

Betha

Work status, 1967 1.611a .615 -.144 -.015 1.356a .535 .487 :058

Nontraditionality, 1967 .029a. .054 .513a .258 .002 :004 .048 .029

Extent of employment, '68-'71 I.172a .310 .954a :286'

Husband's attitude .110 .036 .011 .068a .081 7-.171 -.061

Husband's income
b

-.006a .072 di .003 .012 .000 .010 -.000 -.002

Number of children -.017 -.023 -,074 -.026 -.018 -.039 -.053 -.035

Education, .032a .056
237a

.112
a

.162 .087 .073

Job.training .030 .023 .263a .052 .063 .046 .415a .091

Mother's work history .043 .015 .D27 .003 .098 .040 .049 .006

R .532 .241 .397 .140

2280 482 I

a
Coefficient at least twice its standard error,

b
Measured in hundreds of dollars.
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variable3 have scattered effects for both racial groupa. Two of these

effectti are-or paxtioular interest. .Rusband's income negatively influences

extent or 'employment only among'Mhites, continuing a pattern observed ror

nge'r women. In addition, children in the household have liCtle

on.continuity of 'employment for either group of older women,

re ing the completion of childbearing and reduction in childcare re-

sponsibilitieS for black women in Ais'ohort (children were a salient

influence for younger hlves but not for their white'connterparts).

DI;;CU:1C,ION

These findings have importantlimplications for projections of women's

labot4' force participatiOn rates, including the relevance of changing sex-

role attitudes- concerning women's desire for employment. Our analyses

suggest that'among white women, at both early and later stages Of the life

cycle, labor force participation will con ue its upward spiral. Non-

traditional attitudes toward women's work increiise the extent of work

participation, and the experience of labor force involvement further in-

creases a woman's.nontraditionality. Consequently, conclude that

changing sex-role norms contributed to the growth in women's Iltbor -force

participation .over thip periaiwsubsequently increasingilevels of non-
_

traditionality.

Based on our model we can also make the assumption that sex-role

attitudes in 1972 (which were less traditional than those in the earlier

period) in4eased the likelihood and extent of.employment for0younger and

older white wives. Extrapolating from the Aserved cyilical process,

increages in labor market work ambng white wives should continue in future



years. Furthermore, if nontraditionality.increased more rapidly subsequent

to 1972 than durink the previous period(aa suggested by Mason et al.,

1976), 'the resulting growth,in desire for employment also woilld hve

'accelerat:ed. While the inipact of attitudes on employment -- in the short

run -- is relatively weak, the size of this effect must be assessed in

its longer-run context. Given the increasing tendency for women to per-

ceive all dimensions of traditionality a related (Mas et al., 1976),

they are mord! "likely to demonstrate behavior that con orms to their

attitudes in a variety of life situations. Consequent1 the- longer-run

0 influence of employment-related attitudes may have an even more profound

4

impact on white women's labor force patterns than our,model for the early

l970s suggests.

Our analyses indicate continued racial differences in the process

Aetermining female employmenty despite the gains young blacks have made in

employment opportunities and income (Farley and Hermalin, 1972). These

findings support earlier arguments concerning subcultural differences OOP

appropriatenesti of working for black and white married women. Thus,

accurate labor force projections will require separate estimations by

race. According to our findings, the employment behavior of blacks will

not be affected by recent attitudinal changes.

One impressive racial similarity exists: .the striking stability of

work behavior. This influence of earlier participation on later extent
1

of employment has been recognized in previous studies (Mott, 1972; Sweet

and Lave, 1974) and should be emphasized .in the context of currently law

ferttlity rates and partic4arly in the context of recent evidence of

delayed childbearing among women poir entering their thirties. It- has long

27
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been argued that employment and childbearing have reciproqal negative

effects on one another. To the extent that employment experience (with

4
its attendant human cApftal accumulation) raises the opportunity costs of:

children, work experince reduces family size. In Addition, early child-
.

bearing 'produces conflicts between work and family responsibilities that

are most often resolved in favor of family-related'commitments (Coser

and Rikoff, 1971). Early family formation Also limits yoUnq women's
,

opportunities to (.6ivelop tastes for alternative lifestyles. However,

among young women maturing under conditions otchanging sex0role norms,

maryiage and/or, childbearing may be delaye-eL; thereby increasing oppor-

tunities for wo k experience and the growth of preferences for rolewthat

include relatively contipuous employment. As a result, the higher levels

Of early labor force participation among today's' yOung women may drasti-

cally alter their continued desire for employmen: later in life. When

..0coup1ed with the exceptionally low fertility of -heiie young women, their

desire for work during their middle years may hardly'"emble levels

currently displayed by women past childbearing age.

'Several aolditiona1 observations from our analyses also require dis-
)-

cussioh. First, previous studies demonstrate the diffieulties invollred

in determining the dirEction of causal influence between a husband's

attitudes toward his wife's employment and the extent of the wife's work4

(Waite, 1977). Through the use of the NLS data Arid a modified cross-

lagged reitearch design, we have shown that wives' perceptions of their

husbands' attitudes do influence future employment among white women in

both cohorts and along older black females. Among whites., this larFely

28
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,unexpiored determinant of working has an 'yen stronger impact than the

Ok
womanis own sex-role orientation. Thus, to anticipate adequately changes

in female labor force participation, attitudes and attitude change among

then must be examined.

We did not observe that older women's employment patterns were !pore

strongly influenced by their attitudes than among young.women. Conse-
c

cfuently, labor force participation rates among this cohort of older women

whould not increase disjunctively because of an increased impact of atti-

tudes on desired employment. HoweVer, based on the effects of both

attitudes and higher le1.41s of early employment among younger women, later

cohorts, Of women reaching the middle years may display greater employment

propensities.

0
In summary, recent declines in sex-role traditionality ati;;Tig.,American

.

women are likely' to accelerate the desire for employment amoneVhites,

despite the relatively weak short-run influence of employment-related

attitudes on immediately subsequent work behavior. We'argue for such

effects on the basis of evidence that Atitudes and behavior interagt to

produce a long-term spiral of nontraditional orientations and increasing

employment. For the brief Period under.investigation, this feed:back rAla-0 Ak

tionship 'exists among both young and older white wives. In contrast,

among blacks, attitudinal changes appear to have little salience for 61e

.future employment of current adult cohorts. However, earlir labor force 'It'

involvement' has a strong influence on continUediemployment, and, any changes

.in ea'rly.market work for tdack-adolescents soon entering the laor force

will be important pred tors of their future desire for. work. Our findings

;

9 9
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that educatiob and job training are fairly strong positive influences on

labor fi)rce participation among blacks suggests that programs aimed at

aFoviding such skills to minorities may be one such influence increasing

both the 1)ng-term and short-term.desire for work,among black wemen.

Finally, especially among whites, the attitudes of husbands tOwards'

women's Involvement in the labor market need to be addressed in labor

*-force analyoes. Particularly given the currently undeveloped state of

our knpwledge of changes in men's attitudes, this is a priority for future

research.

POLICY WPLICATIONS

Our previous discussion focused on several findings of this research: /

the spiraling relationship between sex-role attitudes and women's employ-

ment behavior, differences in this relationship between black and white

women, future employment patterns that may result frOm the interaction of

attitudes and women's labor force patterns;,and the importaede of husbands'

attitudes in modeling their wives' employment.
,

Each of these conclusions

has implications for the development of employment policy and the -estima-

\ion of labor force projections.
e-

First, to the extent that various groups of (white) womemdiffer in

their,sex-role attitudes as well as their rate of change in sucb orienta-

tions, the 424-sire for work will vary according to these attitudes. Con-
s

sequently, the development of programa to stimulate employment opportunities

should take account of the varying target PoPulations of women that will

.be seeking work at differential rates. ThoSe women with especially npn-

traditional.orientations are likely to Make the heaviest demands for future

30
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inclusion in the,labor force. These seqtoral differences in desires for

employment, as well as the over-all level of change in sex-role attitudes,

should be Important components of employment policies that seek to, match

available opportunities with the skills and desires of potentitil itorkers,

and are condonant with improving the status of women and achieving affirma-

tive action goals.

Second, we observed that among whites, the number of children at home

has little influence on short-*un employment behavior; however, the impact

of husbands' attitudes was iiportant. Vhile fertility trends should not be

abandoned as variables in labor force projections -- to the extent that

delayed childbearing increases early labor.fiqv inVolvement, fertility-

rates will remain important -- we are suggesting that dm&a:on changing

attitudes toward employment of bpth men and women should be collected

also and.applied to the development of projections.

4

Third, among black women, attitddes have little influence on,,employment

behavior, but early employment experience is important predictor of

later market work. Consequently, governmen al intervention to decrease

teeriage unemployment must recognize the potentially importaa sPiral of

desire for continued employment that may resubt.from higher early labor 49`-

force participation rates. This longer-term effect implies a need to go

beyond the development of job opportunities for youth to programs with a

greater career focus.

Fourth, we caution against the heavy reliance on projections based on

post-World-War-II employment trends. To theextent that changing attitudes

shape the desire,for labor Market work (laid based on the accelerated change (

of these attitudes) existing projections may be grossly inaccurate,

3.1
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especially for young women currently reaching adulthood. Similarly, even

Among older women, attitudes are an important component of the sex-role/

employment spiral. Among women of all ages both attitudes and labor force

experience have shifted over the last aecade. We suspect that.the life-

cycle pattern of napidly declining employment rates at older ages partly

reflects the traditional attitudes of older women and their lack of occu-

pational advancement due to minimal work experience. Consequentlywe can

not assume that the sharp drop-tifein'employment characteristic of women

in the later years (over age 50) will necessarily continue.as attitudes

change and life-time work experience increases Should their employment

rates remain relatively high, they will provide competition with less-

experienced workers'(both male and female) seeking 4nitia1 entry into'the

labor 'force. 'The decline in employment rates late in life has been an

important source of o cupational mobility and,job opportunities fOr youth,

one that may diminish in the fu.4ure. The implications of a.change in this.

life-cycle pattern f policies aimed at reducing youth unemployment may

be a seriously under stimated problem in current policy formulation.

Finally, while we have made a strong case for the importance of sex-

role attitudes as an influence on the long-term spiral of women's aesire

for employment, except for,the NLS data little additional Survey material

exists for further tests of these fiiidings. We urge the investment of

resources for the collection of additional data in order that both policy
*

development and labor force projections may accUrately reflect the major

attitudinal and behavioral cfianges currently under way in American society.
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The Center for Human Resource Research is a policy-oriented research;,
unit based in the College of Administrativ* Science of The Ohio State University.
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problems associated with human resource development, sonseryatiOn and
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called upon for human resour'c planning assistance throughout the world with
major studies conducted in Bolivia, Ecuador and Venezuela, and recently tile
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year period with four groups of the United States population: older men, middls-
aged women, and young men and women. The data are collected for 20,000
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data analysis. To date dozens of research monographs and special reports hittVe
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distribution of data tapes for public use. Beginning in 1979, an additional cohort
of 12,000 young men and women Otween the ages of 14 and 21 will be studied on
an annual basis for the following five years. Again the Center will provide
analysis and public use tapes for this cohort

The Qiiality of Working Life Project is another ongoing study operated in
conjunction with the cities of Springfield and Columbus, in an attempt to
improve both the productivity and the meaningfulness of work for pubpc
employees in these two municipalities. Center staff serve as third party
advisors, as well as researchers, to explore new techniques for attaining
manageme worker cooperation.
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